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Hopes and Aspirations 
It is the researcher's sincere hope and aspiration that the 
information in this study acts as a catalyst toward future endeavers 
of educators to enhance the learning process of Black youth, in 
par'·<:,icular, those Black youth who have deviated from the norms of 
the lar·ger society due to a variety of factors I namely, the public 
school's failure to accommodate their needs and the failure of 
society to set realistic norms for them. 
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I. BACKGROU1~D 
Importance of the Review 
Since the time of Brown vs. Board of Education, many leaders 
have fought for the equalization of educational opportunities for 
urban Blacks dnd other minorities. Yet, consequent improvement in 
the quality of education for inner-city Blacks is, at best, difficult 
to percei.ve. 
There are many problems that Black youth experience from the 
tinle they enter into the public schools that last throughout the 
duration of thej.r edtlcation. There are many pertinent factors 
related to the problems that Black youth experience, some of which 
are directly related to the schools and others, to society. 
It is necessary to focus on the inner depths of the subject, 
the Black youth, making occasional analysis between him and his 
White counter-part, the White youthft In other words, it is felt 
that the central area of concern at this point is to establish a 
probable root of the problem. p~ important factor that goes un­
detected irl mallY schools is [lOW the Blac]( and White )!'outh' s self­
concept differs and to what degree. staten W. Webster uses an 
appropriate definition that will be used to stress the difference, 
as well c.s, tlie importance of noting a difference bet~veen the Black 
and the White youthft 
"One's self-concept is that body of feelings 
or perceptions that a person has of himself. 
This self-image, which has been termed the 
reflected self, is the product of one's inter­
actions with those persons who are significant 
in his/her life." 1 
Many Black youth seldom are fortunate enough to have a significant 
"other figure" in their life, as opposed to the more fortunate White 
youth. As a result, they may not acquire the need nor the desire 
to supervene in a more positive direction. 
Another description of Staten's self-image further confers an 
even clearer view of the issue at hand, that being the problems 
that derive from the Black youth's not being clearly understood. 
irA second type of self-irr.age in"'volves the ideal self 1 
or the self a person desires to be. This author in 
his research has conceptualized the self-concept in 
terms of three perceptions or dimentions, that is, 
each individual is held to entertain three major 
!)erceptions of himself." 2 
Supported by research it is safe to contend that more often than not 
the Black youth's ideal self is stifled in many ways by school and 
society. On the other hand, more often than not, the h~ite youth is 
f1..1rther enhanced and e11courged to become a collective member of 
sc)ciety. 
Sta·ten has providec1 three addi tional components correlated to 
the self-concept. The first component involves the competency that 
a person rOtlst maintain when interacti.ng i rl society. 
lSt~.lt:(~n ~'J. ~7ebster I The Eclucation of Blctck. Americans (tlew York, ~Tew 
~{c):::'k: = I11text Educational Publisllers-;19 74), p. 128. 
128. 
--2 ".. 
"The first component of the self-concept, according 
to this point of view, is that of the social self. 
This dimension is concerned with the extent to which 
a person sees himself as c~mpetent in his social 
interactions with others." 
It is with this realization that a youth will either fit in neatly or 
become a social outcast. In other words, once the Black youth realizes 
that the norms set by the larger society are not directly correlated 
with that of his/her immediate environment, he will find alternative 
social interaction a.mong others who have also not been aCGoIranodated 
by the larger society. These alternative social interactions may 
prove to be less desirable ones. 
"A second dimension is that of the intellectual self 
and is concerned with the degree to which the individual 
is satisfied with his ability to function on a cognitive 
level.,,4 
This second dimension of the self concept is directly related to the 
public schools. In other words, a student's cognitive growth is 
greatly aided by the teacher. A child learns at an early age what is 
expected of him. Under desirable circumstances a child will perform 
accordingly. In the instance of many Black youth, the unfortunate 
experience of failure and rejection comes very early in life. As a 
result, their cognitive growth beconles hindered by many endangering 
obstacles within the schools. Thi.s leads to a final dimension of the 
self concept that is independent of the others. 
"A final dimension of t.l1e self-image is the pllysical 
self. This dimension is concerned with the extent to 
\~7hj.ch the individual is satisfied with himself or her­
self as a p11ysical being." 5 
4··'-~··"·;d 129• .:l-. .J....... ., p. .
 
5 I bicl., p. 129. 
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The physical self, for the Black youth, denotes a threatening 
implication. It exposes him to various degrees of racism because of 
his Black skin. In the schools, as well as in society, the Black 
youth is stereotyped and consequently, as a means of compensation, 
goes in total opposition to the larger society. 
Current findings correlated to the self-concept of Blacks as 
opposed to Whites are inconclusive. Black children in the past have 
displayed high levels of self-hatred which can be seen as a reflection 
o~ low levels of personal self-esteem. It has been shown that these 
children have scored significan"tly lower on self-image tests than did 
the White students. These and other findings have been discussed by 
Kennetl1 and ~Iarnie Clark, ~-1artin Deutsch, and James Col.eman .. 6 
The Black youth undergoes a series of identity crises in his/her 
life time. Eln!)hasis of a good education has been e}~pressed by society. 
On the other hand, this emphasis is not expressed to the Black youth 
in the schools. It has been decided by the schools that the expectations 
of the Black youth are not the same as those of the White youth, re­
ga:cdless of potential. Al thOtlgh a COlIUnon desire may exist betwe.erl the 
two adolescents to achieve a good education, the Black youth is hindered 
nonetheless. The Black youth has been characterized by many educators, 
and the various characteri.zations were cited accurately by G. Louis 
I:Ieat:h.• 
---~._--,----_--­.. 
6K(~llneth an,d !·:iamie P. Clark, 1fRacial Identification and Preference in 
IJ~3~ir'o Children," in Readi11g'S in SC)Ci,:-ll Psychology, (T .1-1. l~ewcorrtb arJ.d 
1:~uge11e 11artley, eds., New York, lk~~-Y6rk, 1974), -pp. 169-178; Martin 
rJf~utsch, H1Ylinority Gr."oups and Class Status as Related to Social and 
Personality Factors in Scholastic Achievement," in The Disadvantaged 
Child (f'1ar."'tirl Deutsc11 and Assoc., r~e~T York, l'~ew York:Basj~ Books,-­
19"67~Y-, !:). 10Gi James Coleman, et al., Equalit}7 of Educatiollal 
()PP.9E!~~it~ (vvashington, D. C.: GoverrJ.TIle11t Prin"ting Office, 1966). 
--4-· 
"The young Black people of l\.merica are the inheritors 
of what is undoubtedly one of the most challenging, 
grave, and threatening sets of social circumstances 
that has ever fallen upon a generation of young people 
anywhere in history. We have been born into a hostile 
and alien society which loathes us on condition of our 
skin color. Our intimidated and frightened parents, 
not less but more victimized, have been unable to tell 
us why. Sentenced to inaneness, subservience, and 
death, from our beginning, many of us came to regard 
our beautiful pigmentation as a plague. It should 
surprise no one that the first thing we discovered was 
our souls as we were so bare and totally lacking 
anything else. Unless there be reason for misunder­
standing--let us make it clear that we neither cry nor 
complain to anyone about being left with our souls, 
because the soul is sufficient unto itself. We act 
now because we realize, beyond any doubt that our souls, 
i.e., tha,t ''''hich is all and the end of us I have been 
stifled to the point that we can no longer bear it. We 
have been forced to the poin-t 'l\lhere we must. (arld will) 
insist on those changes that are necessary to our survival. 
There is nothing less to settle for and nothing less will 
do 1171& 
The depiction of the Black youth is a dynamic, as well as, a realistic 
v~ew of the demands that this group has made on the schools and society. 
As a result, when any of the demands are not afforded these youth, 
conflict prevails between student and teacher, along with deviant 
behavior on the part of the youth. Historically, Blacks have played 
a passive and subservient role in society. Through the conscientious 
efforts of prominent leaders, both Black and White, Black History, 
taught in the schools, has become an important subject for many Black 
students. The teaching of Black History not only enhances the Black 
prospective, but it also strives to give White students more knowledge 
about the Black race. Evolving out of the sixties came a cultural 
clW(lJ':-E~nt,;~SS for BlacJ{s. They became familiarized with the trials and 
-_._-----"---"._-----­
7G. Louis Heath, Red, Brown~ and Black Demands for Better Education 
(l?l]ilac;.c~lprLia, PennsyivanIa: l'lestralrlSter Press Publishers, 1972), 
I)F). 212--213. 
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tribulations of their ancestors. Along with these and o·ther 
advancements for Blacks came a struggle to achieve equalization in the 
schools. Societal factors along with others brought about an awareness 
for Blacks about the importance of a good education. 
DlMENSIOl'1S 
unrest, on the part of the teachers and the students, exists in 
many of the public schools today. Some of the unrest can be attributed 
to the negative attitude that the Black youth has acquired toward the 
schools, due to a wide range of factors. Evidence shows that once 
the Black acquires these negative attitudes toward the schools that 
he/she also deviates from the norms of the larger society. The Black 
youth who displays negativism towards the schools, the Black youth 
who has also deviated from the norms of the larger society, is the same 
youth who disp1ays learning problems in the schools. Research is 
limited but a direct correlation of these three factors has been the 
contention of some educators. 
In order to understand the extent of the delinquent's allienation 
from the schools, basic characteristics of this unique being must first 
be estab]_i.shed. 
"One of the earliest attempts to classif:}'- the 
delinquent was reported in 1941. These authors 
classified delinquents as (1.) socialized, (2.) 
unsocialized, (3.) maladjusted or withd!."awn." 8 
The final category, which demands the most attention, consists of those 
irtd.ividuaJ..s ,-",110 have not conformed to tlE.;sired bellavior. This singl.e 
characteristic has been proven to be the core of many existing 
,---,-_._._~-----_._--
3E. II~~\..,it:-t ariel R. L. Jen.kins, "Case Studi.es of Aggressive Del.inquents," 
~_~~_~~_~~!~_~_ LTournal of Orthopsycl1i.at.r¥_, 11 (1941). ,.' 
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problems for the delinquent, especially for the Black d~linquent. The 
Black youth has found it to be a difficult task to assimilate into the 
schools. The norms that exist in the schools have been in direct 
opposition to the Black youth's home environment. 
One of the most on-going related factors to the delinquent's 
alienation from the schools is that of unrealistic goals being set for 
him. As a result, the Black youth can find no link between home and 
school environment. When there are no common characteristics of home 
and schocl environment, the Black youth finds it difficult to justify 
going outside his/her home environment into one that may pose as a 
later threat to him. Eventually school may prove to be an imposition 
on the :youth and less desirable means of coping with this impositi.on 
are more apt to occur. 
"The schools assume built-in motivation, but 
when it does not occur, they attempt to motivate 
children with methods analogous to using a gun. . . 
The schools, struggling to solve their problems, 
resort to using bigger and bigger guns--more 
restrictions and rules, more threats and punishment. u9 
As long as these methods continue to be used to motivate the Black 
youth unrest will be the prime result in the schools. 
A secon~ dimension of the research is the evolution of learning 
disabilities and the correlation of the disabilities to the Black 
youth. The term 'learning disabilities' was established for the sole 
purpose of categorizing those students who dld not assimilate neatly 
j_l!.t.C) tIle regular cl.assroom. 
_._---------.._--­
9W. Glasser, Schools without Failure (New York, New York: Harper Pub., 
] 9 .- a ) . ';', t J • 11laIrl· I G..:::Jarllner, -- • and B I 't. Charact· . t- ; ... bJ , 1:) • .1 0 : l~l • Learnlng e1aJlOr erJ.s,-o.&..cs 
()£ ExCeIYtional Children and Youth (Boston, 1'1assachusel-:ts:· Allyn ancl-'-­
f;acoi1;--Irlc., 1977), p. 8.. . 
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"The concept of learning disabilities evolved as 
a classification category in special education to 
encompass a rather heterogeneous group of children 
who did not fit neatly into traditional categories 
of harldicapped children." 10 
S.A. Kirk introduced the category of specific learing disabilities 
for this group, "but warned the user of it with caution. nIl 
"Because of the heterogeneous nature of the group 
of children, the concept of specific learning 
disabilities has been hard to define. Numerous 
definitive labels have been used, employing such 
terms as 'minimal brain dysfunction,' or 'central 
processing dysfunction,' or 'perceptually handi­
capped children.' Specific disabilities have 
been labeled 'dyslexia' for severe reading dis­
abilities, or 'aphasia' for children who are 
delayed in learning to talk. Because the field 
of learning disabilities is of interest to 
psychiatrists, neuro-physiologists, psychologists, 
speec:".. pathologists, and educators, the problem 
has been viewed from these various perspectives."12 
Many views exist on the question of delinquency being related to 
learning disabilities. It is the contention of the researcher that 
a link exists showing that delinquency among Blacks is related to 
learning disabilities. This link was noted by Kirk. 
"TIle relationship between environment even ts 
and unwanted behaviors may be unusual in that 
these same events for most other children do 
not result in similar disruptive or unusual 
learning and behavior characteristics. These 
characteristics represent the cumulative effect 
of 'abnormal' learning experiences--that is, 
experiences which have strengthened and supported 
the wrong learning and behavior characteristics. 
These peculiar learning experiences, resulting 
from peculiar types and arrangements of en­




-lOIblC~. I ;? 29 • 
lIS. l1.. I(irk I Ed1..1cating Exceptional Cllildren I 2nd Elj. (Boston, 
11assa.cln~::.setts: Houghton-jJlifflin I "1972 )-; p .- 42. 
12 1 1: 4 '"\· -JJ lCt., 1"). L. .. 
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or abnormal internal cllaracteristics, in most 
instances produce exceptional learning and 
behavior patterns. TIle CIlild is w11at his 
peculiar or combination of experiences have 
made him. As noted, a child's deficits have 
a spiraling effect. If certain skills or 
discriminations are not acquired, others which 
require these as prerequisites cannot be 
developed. Thus his learning and behavior 
inadequencies are i.ntensified. n13 
Consequently, for the Black youth who displays deviant behavior patterns, 
the problem is intensified. Once the youth has undergone negative 
experiences in the schools his learning abilities will have become 
hindered as a result. 
The final dirnension of tIle researcll is focused on. tIle public 
sellool's failure to accommodate the individual needs of tIle Black youth. 
Meeting individual differences among children has been established as 
a basic for adequate learning. Taking into consideration significant 
factors such as cultural differences, as well as academic differences, 
is a probable link to the underlying factors involved in the schools' 
failure to educate the Black youth. 
II It is assurned trlat the rules underlying the 
development of contrasting behavior patterns 
(desirab12 vs. undesirable) are the same. All 
children's experiences differ and these account 
for differences in behavior reactions (emotional, 
social, verbal, motor, and so on) to present 
specific situations. The same stimulation, a 
lesson presented by a teacher, for example, 
experienced by two children at the same time 
can work quite different reactions and can have 
quite different learning effects on each because 
both children are potentially quite different. 
One of the children may be fearftll of adul t 
females, the other child may be quite attentive 
to and affectionate toward female teachers. One 
may process visual stimulation effectively while 
another cannot. One may genera~ly acquire new 
-9­
patterns much more rapidly than another. Thus, 
even if different children were exposed to the 
same experience at the same time, the behavioral 
effects will usually be different as a result 
of physical (sensory, motor, neurological) and 
experiential history differences. The behavorial 
repertoires resulting from this history and 
characterizing a given child at any moment 
will influence the effect a given experience will 
have on a child.,,14 
SU~ll1ARY 
The implication of a probable link between the Black juvenile 
delinquent and learning disabilities has been suggested by the 
researcher. In addition to the correlation between juvenile 
delinquency among Blacks and learning disabilities, a third dimension 
has also been directly correlated. The third dimension is the 
schools' failure to adequately teach the Black youth effectively. 
Langston Hughes has dynamically depicted a Black student in one 
of his many explosive poems. His depiction is characteristic of the 
Black youth which the researcher suggests exist in the schools and 
society. 
"Theme for English B 
Langston I-Iughes 
The instructor said, 
'Go home and write 
a page tonight. 
P~d let that page come out of you­
Then, it will be true.' 
I wonder if it's that simple? 
1411·~d 167-168 ..DJ.. ., pp. 
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I am twenty-two, colored, born in Winston-Salem.
 
I went to school there, then Durham, then here
 
to this college on the hill above Harlem.
 
I am the only colored student in my class.
 
The steps from the hill lead down into Harlem,
 
through a park, then I cross St. Nicholas,
 
Eighth Avenue, Seventh, and I come to the Y,
 
the Harlem Branch Y, where I take the elevator
 
up to my room, sit down, and write this page:
 
It's not easy to know what is true for you or me 
at twenty-two, my age. But I guess I'm what 
I feel and see and hear, Harlem, I hear you: 
hear you, hear me-we two-you, me talk on this page. 
( I hear New York I too.) IJ1e --Who? 
Well, I like to eat, sleep, drink, and be in love. 
I like to work, read, learn, and understand life. 
r like a pipe for a Christmas present, 
or records--Bessie, bop, or Bach. 
I guess being colored doesn't make me not like 
the same things other folks like who are other races. 
So will my page be colored that I write? 
Being me, it will not be white. 
But it will be 
a part of you, instructor. 
You are white-­
yet a part of me, as I am a part of you. 
That's American. 
Sometimes perhaps you don't want to be a part of me. 
Nor do I often want to be a part of you. 
But we are, that's true! 
As I learn from you, 
I guess you learn from me-­
although your're older--and white-­
and somewhat more free. 
This is my page for English B. nIS 
Langs·tor:. Iiughes has expressed a mood tllat exists anl0ng' many of the 
Black youth in the schools. The struggle to maintain their in­
dividuality has proven to be a difficult task. As a result, the 
Black YO~lth has chosen less desirable means of displaying his/her 
identity. The prevalence of poor behavior, learning problems and 
the lack of proper teaching methods are the dimensional focus of 
·thi s research. 
15IJarlgston Ifughes I "Theme fo'r English 13 I n (l'1andout fronl a high school 
literature class). 
-11­
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Chapter II will review the research of learning and behavior 
disabilities, show current research for and against the probable 
link, and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the foundation 
for the probable link. It will also provide various definitions 
of LD/BD in a broader sense not directly related to the Black youth 




II. REVIEvl OF RESEARCII 
Definitions of LD/BD 
Current research lends itself to several significant links 
between juvenile delinquency and learning disabilities. A causal 
relationship has not been concluded on the basis of a weak foundation. 
'l'11ere are many existing definitions of the terms "learning disabilities n 
a11d nbehavorial disabilities." As a result tIle researcher has provided 
several definitions for both, and one final definition will be 
implemented throughout the paper. 
Various definitions of learning disabilities depict two categories: 
those that focus on the neurological aspect of learning disabilities 
and those that focus on an educational emphasis of learning disabilities. 
The first category of learning disabilities was illustrated by Myklebust. 
"~ve use tIle term •psycho-neurological learning disorders' 
to include deficits in learning, at any age, which are 
caused by deviations in the central nervous system and 
which are not due to mental deficiency, sensory impairment, 
or psychogenicity. The etiology might be disease and 
accident, or it might be developmental. trIG 
Kirk expresses the latter category of learning disabilities, 
11amel~i', tll(~ eo.ucational emphasis. 
HA learning disability refers to a specific retardation or 
disorder in one or more of the processes of speech, language, 
perception, behavior, reading, spelling, writing, or 
ari i:llmetic. 1117 
.1611 • R. r.1yklebust, "Psyclloneurological Learning Disorders in Children, Ii 
in Conference on Children with !linimal Brain Impairment, S. A. Kirk 
and-·~i-.-B(~cl~er, eds. (Urbana, Illinois : University of Illinois, 1963), 
1).. 27. 
17S • A. Kirk, liThe Illinois Test of Ps~{cholinguistic Abilities. Its 
Origin ar:d Implica-tion I in Learning Disorrlers, Vol. 3, J. Hellmuth,11 
ed. (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publications, 1968), p~ 398. 
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Kirk added the word nspecifi~ to learning disabilities in 1972 to 
focus on a particular learning problem rather than a general spectrum 
of learning problems. 
"lIenee, the term 'specific learning disabilities I refers 
to severe, handicap in central processes, which inhibit 
the childs normal development in such specific areas as 
talking, thinking, perceiving, reading, writing and 
spelling. nl8 
Many educators, through vast research and governmental expenditures, 
have devised a definition for tIle term If learning clisabilities. II Among 
these definitions the one most widely used, often referred to as the 
n~tional definition, originated in 1968 by a National Advisory 
Committee on Handicapped Children~of the United States Office of 
Education. 
nChildren vlith special specific learning disabilities 
exhibit a disorder in one or more of the basic psy­
chological processes involved in understanding or in 
using spoken or written language. These may be manifested 
in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, 
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include conditions 
whi.c11 have been refered to as perceptual handicaps I brain 
illj'ury, minimal brain d~lsfunctionI dyslexia, developmental 
asphasia, etc. They do not include learning problems 
which are due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor 
handicaps, or mental retardation, emotional disturbance, 
or to envi.ronmental disadvantage. ,,19 
The national definition has been recognized in a variety of states 
allel llas been the fOllndation for maI1Y learning disability I?rograms. As 
a result, the researcher has adopted this definition as a major criteria 
for the present study with one necessary addition. The researcher 
j_ncludecl t.he area of en""J'ironmental fa(~·tors as ·they r(~late to the 
_._.._-----­
18S . A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional Cllildren, 2nd Ed. (Boston, 
Massachusett~: Houghton-Mifflin, 1~12) I p. 44. 
19:t·latiorla.l Advisory Committee on HanclicaI)I)ed Children, n Special Education 
for tIanclicapped C]lildren. First Allnual l{epol...t, n (v'Jasllington 1 D. C. : 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, January 31, 1968), 
p. 14 ~ 
-14 .... 
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educational setting. Many students who have been classifed as learning 
disabled also are social deviants which could possibly stem from their 
environment. Environmental factors playa major role in the expectations 
of students which could later be linked to learning as well as social 
problems. 
The national definition includes every aspect of learning deficits 
linked to learning disabilities. In linking learning disabilities to 
juvenile delinquency it was necessary for the researcher to assimilate 
environmental factors into the national definition. Research associated 
with the probable learning disabilities and behavorial disabilities 
]_ink also encompasses various environmental factors as a possil)le cause 
linking poor learning and deviant behavior. As a result of the 
supportive research [as well as experience in behavior disability 
educational settings) the researcher felt it necessary to include 
environmental factors that are believed to be directly and indirectly 
related to the probable learning disabilities and behavorial disabilities 
correlation. The next portion of this Chapter lends itself to the 
definition of behavorial disabilities, juvenile delinquency theories. 
There are several existing definitions and characteristics of 
juvenile delinquency, better known in the schools as behavior 
disabilities. Quay researched the area of delinquency closely related 
to the schools' perception of behavior problems. 
"Quay approached the topic of (leliIlquent personality
 
from a quantitative and behavioral perspective, asking
 
this question: can the deviant behaviors of children
 
and. adolescents be grouped j_!1·tO a f~;w basic syndromes
 
that are 1) internally consistent (if a child exhibits
 
behaviors A,B, and C, c11ances -are high that he "",'i.ll also
 
exhibit behavior D), 2) indepen4ent (mixes of behavior
 
across syndromes are limI·tecfY-;--3)- r'el?licable (the same
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patterns are found to occur across a variety of youth
 
populations), 4) valid (the same patterns persist across
 
measurement procedures), and 5) inclusive (the syndromes
 
effectively encompass the universe of deviant behaviors
 
irl children). u2 0
 
Quay has been involved in the study of personality characteristics 
of delinquents. He has not specifically used learning disabilities 
as a basis for his characteristics of delinquents. Quay characterizes 
delinquent behavior under four syndromes. 
"[Quay's] synthesis of the literature and several studies 
of his own, lead him to the conclusion that these 
conditions can be met by use of only four syndromes, 
labeled 'conduct disorder,' 'personality disorder,' 
'inunaturity,' and 'socialized delinquency' (Quay, 1972).,,21 
Quay focuses on the characteristic of immaturity, advocating 
that it is a characteristic that is prevalent in the developmental 
growing process of any child at one point in time. Nonetheless he 
contends that this characteristic parallels the link between learning 
disabilities and behavorial disabilities. 
nAlthough tIle third major pattern [immaturity] has not 
been as pervasive and prominent as the previous two 
patterns, it has nevertheless appeared in a nurr~er of 
studies .•.. As with conduct and personality disorder, 
inlInaturity has been found in samples of childrerl and 
adolescent studies in. public schools, child-guidance 
clin~cs, and institutions for the delinquent ••.. With 
the notable exception of a study of emotionally dis­
turbed children in special classes, ... it is generally 
less prominent than either conduct disorder or personality 
disorder •... Since most of the behavior [in the immaturity 
pattern] seem appropriate to all children at some state 
in their development, this pattern seems to represent a 
persistence of these behaviors when they are inappropriate 
20"A. Ch ar1 es Murray, Th e Lln"k·Between Learnlng."Dlsab 1"1"ltles and Juvenl'Ie 
r)elinqueE~ (tvashingoton 1 D. C.: -iT. ~~-:- Gov-ernlnent Pr.in-t.ing Off-ice, 
1976) F p. 40. 
211·~01):1.ad• ; 1"). 40. 
to the chronological age of the child and society~s
 
expectations of him. At the same time, regression to
 
an earlier form of behavior could also be involved.
 
Again, this pattern occurs in all settings where deviant
 
children are found. It seems especially prominent in
 
public school classes for the emotionally disturbed ...
 
and the learning disabled .... 1222
 
'l111e main emphasis is that the "imJnaturit.:y pattern" exists for a 
smaller population of delinquents than the other syndromes. 
Many authorities who searched for a closer link between LD/BD 
investigated it from a personality aspect of the severely learning 
disabled child who had gone wit110l1t treatment. 
"A constellation of personal.ity traits is said to be at 
work: impulsiveness, poor receptivity of social cues, 
and poor ability to learn from experience. The pattern 
of traits was summarized in various ways. The most 
evocative was provided by Dr. Helen Hursch, a supervisor 
of diagnost.ic services in tIle Colorado system. 11 I think 
of them as large pre-scll001ers, II S118 said of the residents 
in a cottage set aside for delinquents diagnosed as severely 
learning disabled; and that conveys the overall image 
suggested by other sources: of LD delinquents who are 
not essentially hostile, who often try hard to please 
without being sure how to do it, who are impulsive in 
childlike ways; generally immature i often very depenclent. 
The question asked here is: to what extent have these 
traits been found to characterize delinquents as a group?,,23 
Having provided definitions and characteristics of LD/BD, a case 
for and against the probable link between LD/BD is hereby reviewed. 
22 H. Quay and J. S. Werry, eds. Psychopathological Disorders of Childhood 
(New York, New York: Wiley & Sons, 1972) in The Link" Between Learning 
Disabi.lities and Juvenile Delinquency, A. Charles Murray (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 40. 
23A. Charles Murray, The Link Between Learning Disabilities and Juvenile 
Delinquency (Washington, D.C.: u:s~·~ Government Prirlting Office, 
1976), pp. 37,38. 
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PROBABLE CASE FOR AND AGAINST LD/BD LINK 
It has been suggested by the researcher that an LD/BD link 
may exist. More often than not, this link is not recognized by academic 
authorities but rather by other professionals in various fields. 
1f~'Jith rare exception, tIle impetus for discussing LD
 
as a cause of delinquency has originated not among
 
the academic specialists on either delinquency or LD
 
but among practitioners: counselors for schools and
 
juvenile courts, staffs in correctional facilities for
 




'I'hrough an "observational" perspective the case seems more con·vincing It 
Poremba has observed through experience in working with juvenile 
delinquents that minimal brain damage is very prevalent among these 
delinquents. Many of the observers are practitioners who are not 
specifically educated in the realm of diagnosing certain lea~ning 
tJ!:'oblcrns. But Poremba has been classified as one of the key figures 
with the necessary background in evaluating the LD/BD link. He had 
previous background working as a psychologist for a juvenile court 
system. As he views it, 
H •••my first year in the juvenile court was really a
 
li.ving hell. Because most of the kid.s I was seeing
 
I \vas Sl:re vlere like those kids whorn we call minimally
 
brain damaged ... l felt I had some kind of hang-up on
 




The agreement between Poremba and other specialists in the fields 
tends to indicate that a great many youth classified as delinquents, 
25(~h.est.er !)oremba, "As I Was Saying ... ," in Yout11 i:.=n. Trouble. 
Proce(~dings ()f a Syn1~i?osium, Dallas-Fort Worth l\.irpor·t, lvlay 1974, 
B--:----Krato\Tille, ed. (San Rafael, -·Califo.rnia: Acade'nlic T11erapy Pub­
lications, 1974), pp. 74-76. 
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through diagnostic procedures, have been proven to display learning 
problems. Another reference to strengthen the probability of the 
LD/BD link came from Compton. He has supported the causal relation­
ship through the analysis of reviewing school records. 
II In a generalization of all of tll.ese patterns, [grades]
 
two through six, there are at least two significant
 




Another part of the causal relationship among LD/BD stems 
from a quantitative rather than a qualitative point of view. The 
qualitative causal relationship is sufficient in itself as a strong 
support to the probable LD/BD link. 
Statistics from the juvenile homes and courts have shown that 
a difference exists among the types of students who drop out of school 
and consequently deviate from the norms of the larger society. Some 
educators argue for and against the schools' role as a major contributing 
factor toward delinquency and the drop-out rate. Ellio·tt and Voss report 
that 
Uleducationally handicapped' drop-outs had only slightly,
 
non--significantly 11igher mean deli.nQ!1ency rates than
 
I intellectua.lly capable' drop-outs ... 2 7
 
These authorities contend that drop-out is only one alternative route 
to eventual delinquency. The supportive materials in linking LD/BD 
could be concluded as follows: 
---------,-------­
2 6C • Richard Compton, Diagnostic Evaluation of Corli~itted Deli.nquents 
in Youth in Trouble. -- Proce(~dings of -a~S}lmpc)sium, Dallas-Fort Worth 
.Airport, May 1974, B. Kratoville, ed. (San Rafael, California: 
Academic Therapy Publications, 1974) I pp. 44-56. 
27D. Elliott and H. Voss, Delinquency and Dropout {Lexington, 
1',1assachusetts: D. C. IIeath and Co-=-; 19 r 74r;-p--=--r15. 
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"It is abundant, particularly in describing the 
importance of learning handicaps in general, but 
it exists in a highly qualitative, anecdotal form. 
Some of it was provided by persons whose commitment 
to persuading us seemed stronger than their concern 
with a balanced report of their experiences. But 
most of it came from people who appeared to be 
perceptive observers with a rich practical knowledge 
of delinquents and delinquency. The quanti~gtive 
evidence adds little to their observation." 
Some authorities disagree that a probable link exists in the 
LD/BD relationship. 
"The proponents and opponen"ts of the LD/BD link 
tended to break along practitioner/academician lines. 
This is not entirely accurate--many of the practictioners 
also hold teaching positions or perhaps conduct some 
research; many of the academicians work with youth in 
clinics and correctional facilities. But as a rule, 
it can be said that none of the leading proponents 
of the relationship comes from an academic background, 
and the academic consultants who specialize in delinquency 
were unanimously skeptical that a sugnificant causal 
relationship exi.sts. Their skepticism was based on two 
types of objection: the general state of causal explanation 
for delinquency, and some more specific existing evidence 
which cast a doubt on some of the causal links between 
LD and delinquency. ,,29 
The authorities against the LD/BD link contend strongly that the 
school played a small role in leading to probable delinquency. 
Br,n i.s only one of many sources of the psychological 
attributes said to increase sllspectibility to delinquency; 
this set of attributes is only one of many psychological 
configurations which can conduce to delinquency; and 
psychological attributes are only one of many other 
factors which contribute to delinquent 1").e11avior. t: 3 0 
28 1"od11.,)1. .. r p. 32. 
2 9 I l'1) 1°d-.• , p. 33. 
30Ibid., p. 33. 
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Some opponents to the LD/BD link cont~rrd that t11ere are 
too many other variables directly related to delinquency that were not 
mentioned by the advocates of the link. Among some of the variables 
were social disadvantage, alienation, and emotional disorders. Critchley, 
a British specialist on learning disabilities, appears to be the most 
critical of the school failure attribute. 
II In the past I many have speculated upon a causa.l 
connectio~ between reading retardation, truancy, 
and delinquency, ... but few people have attempted 
an investigation of this linkage. The present 
attempt ..• inc'luding (i) examination of the etiology 
of reading disability as seen among delinquent 
children, (ii) review of the emotional and scholastic 
background of the retarded readers and comparison 
of their background with that of other delinquents 
not retarded in reading, and (iii) scrutiny of the 
life history of the more intelligent of the retarded 
readers to trace the relationship between early 
schooling, disruptive events and behavioral disorders, 
did not reveal the manner whereby a dyslexic child 
may drift into delinquency.n3l 
Critchley contends that the advocates for the LD/BD link failed 
to mention several other attributes, in addition to the school failure 
theory, which might lead to the probable LD/BD linkage. 
Some authorities were convinced that labeling played an important 
role in the school failure theory. Some consultants feel that when a 
s·tudent is told constantly that he/she is a slow learner or dumb, the 
student will in fact act out the role of LD/BD on that basis. 
Ulvluch the same conclusion could serve as a summary 
about the relationship of the existing theory and 
data to the School Failure rationale: They are not 
supportive of a major role for LD as a cause of 
school failure leading .them to delinquency; neither 
do they elimillate tIle possibility that LD plays tilis 
nlajor role. n 32 
31:t~. M. R. Critcl1.1ey, ul<.eading Retardatiorl, Dyslexia and Delinquency," 
Bri·tis11 Journal of Psychiatry, 1546 (1968). 
32A. Charles Murray, The Link Between Learning Disabilities and 
Juvenile Delinquency (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Off.ice, 1976), p. 37. 
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An analysis was made between the mild LD types and the 'severe LD 
types. It is thought that the milder the LD characteristics, the 
less the validity exists for an LD/BD link. It has been argued that 
those looking for a link have only been successful when the child 
has been characterized as having a severe case of LD. 
Chapter II has provided definitions of learning and behavior­ r • 
disabled students in general as opposed to the characterization that 
was given among the Black youth in Chapter I. Although the national 
defintions did not provide a direct link to any specific race or 
class of students, some of the characteristics could be directly 
correlated to the Black youth depicted in Chapter IG 
Chapter II also provided a review of literature which displayed 
·the strengths and weaknesses toward the probable LD/BD link. The 
proponents' and opponents' qualitative and quantitative evidence, 
correlated to the LD/BD link! was evaluated and discussed. 
Chapter III attempts to draw a conclusion based on the research 
presented thus far for a probable LD/BD link. The conclusion drawn 
here is related solely to the Black youth because of the researcher's 
background and personal experiences in dealing with the Black 
delinquent in the schools. 
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III. CONCLUSIOt~ 
Evidence of LD/BD link 
The researcher has based the conclusion of the probable LD/BD 
linJc. on the existing research in the field. On the basis of too 
weak a foundation many educators have rejected a causal relationship 
between LD/BD. The studies that have been done to-date have proven 
to be fra~nented and non-conclusive. 
Since the researcher has chosen to use the Black youth as a 
basis of the probable LD/BD link, the lack of documented literature 
}Jeca.rne one of the problem areas. Only t.hrough the little research 
donE; in many inner-city school districts and through personal 
experience in the field can the researcher even suggest a probable 
lirlk. 
IIerwi·tt,33 one of l\fe'rT York's educators, strongly influenced 
the researcher's beliefs that the Public School System has failed 
our Black youth and as a result has aided them toward deviant 
(Herwitt had worJ(ed in a tJew York school system w11ere 
delinquency was very prevalent and where most of the students were 
nat If~arning. He proclaimec1 to have the answer to "W11Y Johnn:l Can't 
Read~)") To the researcher's amazement, l~is anS\Aler \'las because the 
kids a~ound him were too bad, and therefore should be thrown out of 
the schools. His critics, including the researcher, contend that he 
e:<:pl()its racial prej udice arid fears amollg Black and ot11er mirlori ty' 
33}Iowa~·d Herwj_tt I on IISixty I"linutes I n Columbia Broadcasting Sys'tem, 
February 25, 1978. 
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Herwitt suggested that an orderly classroom is lacking in the 
inner-city schools and that is why Whites are fleeing to the suburbs. 
Some validity may exist in his beliefs, but his solution of dismissing 
the Blacks from the schools could only prove to have been a temporary 
dismissal of the problem of trying to alleviate crisis in the 
classroom. Herwitt offered no alternatives for these Black youth who 
acted in ways unacceptable by the larger society. 
Along with the beliefs of Herwitt and other educators like him, 
the researcher contends that. the Black student is oppressed and 
some of the educators are the oppressors. Contrary to popular beliefs 
about Blacks in the inner-city schools, most do not enter the 
educational realm with learning or delinquent problems. It is a 
sequence of events that leads to the probable LD/BD link. 
At this point it is necessary to make a distinction between 
the minority group delinquent as opposed to those of other socio­
economic backgrounds. The problem of delinquency is severe in many 
inner-city areas. 
The best avenue the researcher can take to show the Black 
delinquent's experiences as they relate to LD/BD is to cite some 
of our great Black literary contributors as they viewed the larger 
society. One account of where a Black person came from and what 
he hoped to achieve by coming north is given by Richard Wright. 
If I had not had the chance to learXl \\'110 I \vas. TIle
 
pressure of southern living kept me from being the
 
kind of person that I might have been. I had been
 
wha-t my surroundings had demanc1ec1, \vJ:1at my family ­

conforming to tlle dic·ta"tes of the ~ll1.ites above them
 
had exacted of me, and what the whites had said that
 
I must be. Never being fully able to be myself ...with
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ever watchful eyes and bearing scars, visible and
 
invisible, I headed north, full of a hazy notion
 
that life could be lived with dignity, that the 
personalities of others should not be violated, 
that men should be able to confront other men 
without fear or shame, and that if men were lucky 
in their living on ear·th they might win some re­
deeming meaning for their having j~ruggled and 
suffered here beneath the stars." 
Wright was a young child when he experienced these feelings and 
as he got older he wrote about them in retrospect. His utopian ideas 
about the social and educational realm of living in the north became 
clear to him in later years. 
Another account of the Black experience as it still prevails today 
'N'as given by Brown \·.,hen he Vlrote ~lanchild in the Promised Land. 
"I ••• Yeah, Mama, but you can't be freezin' and catching 
colds just because sometimes you get behind in the rent. 
Everybody gets behind in the rent, even people who live ... 
they get behind in the rent. They're not freezin' to 
death just because they're behind in the rent.' 'Boy, 
I don't know what's wrong with you, but you're always 
ready to get yourself into something or start some 
trouble.' 'Yeah, Mama, if I'm being mistreated, I figure 
it's t.ime to start some trouble ..•. ' 1135 
This was a real-life experience for Brown, but how many educators 
such as Herwitt, who says the home life should be left at home, really 
take into consideration why young Blacks feel that they have a 
legitimate reason to fight back? The educators in the public schools 
m.ust probe into the inner depths of the Black child's mind and his 
environment. The educators must establish the necessary rapport with 
the students because if thi.s is not done the students will recognize 
the lack that exists in the relationship and rebel against it. 
34 Richard Wright, Black Boy (New York, New York: Harper & Row, 
Publishers, 1945), pp. 226-228. 
35Cl aude Brown, Manchild in the Promised Land (New York, New York: 
lvlacrnillan COITlpany, 1965), pp. 27-1"~27:1-.-- ­
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On the basis of experience and some research, it is the contention 
of the researcher that there is a probable LD/BD link among Blacks and 
other minority group students. The evidence is weak and fragmented 
but the foundation i.s strong. Through an awareness of education in 
the field, more extensive research will most likely be done to further 
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